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Abstract: Cloud computing, a remote technology that
enlightens with several on-demand services. Cloud computing
developed with a principle of sharing resources available as per
the company needs. Prominent cloud services utilized today are
networking, storage, servers, software’s, etc. Cloud computing's
distributed nature and advanced features create a remarkable
footprint in the IT field. It is fair to say without cloud technology
the next technical era can't exist. However the cloud computing
widely spaced, simultaneous some serious challenges still exists.
As per the real-time scenario, there are several challenges still
alive, but among which privacy and security are prominent to take
concern. Among which the trustworthiness of third-party
providers increases the attention on developing an enhanced
cloud system. In this paper, we proposed an improved double
encryption-decryption (IDED) method for a secure cloud system.
The main intention of the proposed work is increasing the privacy
and security for the cloud users. The principle applied to the
proposed methodology is double encryption and double
decryption. The encrypted files are decrypted to view the original
data using the keys. These keys are available only to the
authenticated users which ensures the system's privacy and
security in all manner. The mechanism is processed under the
query system of sending and response from the data authority.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing, sharing of resources which are boon for
the small as well as middle-level organizations. Organization
for small need no need to purchase the entire services. By
which they use for their need and pay per use. It is well
appreciated for low cost and reliable services in the industry.
Currently, it plays a vital role in major domains such as etransactions, e-commerce, e-billing, e-banking, and e-mail.
Due to the increasing features, the vast amount of user's
using cloud computing as a major component for their
business. This maximizes the possibility of network traffic
among the users and cloud servers. The primary thing
needed for these services is online data transmission [1-2].In
the industry, third party service providers are increased
quietly. This creates the security and privacy issues among
the users especially data leakage or data loss. Generally,
most of the clients are storing their sensitive data in cloud
storage, it has maximum security but therefore several
threats still exist [3-5].

Fig 1: Simple Cloud Computing System
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The above fig1 shows how cloud computing connects and
working with smart applications through the internet or any
wireless media On cloud computing, there are three models
of services such as infrastructure as a service (IaaS),
platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service
(SaaS) [6-7]. Iaas is a service of raw computing hardware
such as servers or storage. It is also known as utility
computing that is buy what you need and pay-as-you-go
concept. Paas platform-based services are well applicable for
the programmers and developers. Their web-based tools are
available where you can run the software and hardware
which are provided by other companies. SaaSservice is well
known as application services, a real-time example such as
Web-based email and Google Documents. The famous cloud
service providers in the industry are as follows:
 Google Cloud
 Microsoft Azure
 Amazon Web Services (AWS)
 IBM Cloud
 Aliyun

The cloud computing architecture consists of two main
components along with two subcomponents. The two main
components are the front-end platform and back-end
platform. The front-end platform combines of clients and
other mobile devices. The back-end platforms are such as
servers and storage systems. The subcomponents are Cloudbased delivery and network (internet, intranet). The user
interacts by the front end where the cloud processing is done
at the back end through the web components like Cloudbased delivery and network. In the cloud system, the major
part is performed by Cloud Service Providers (CSP). The
main responsibility of the CSP is obtaining the request from
the user and checking the authentication by the user profile.
The access is provided to the user. They can store their files,
alter or delete, the major issue is security and privacy. The
users are suffering from data integrity issues as they are
storing their data in a remote location. For which
cryptography is introduced in cloud computing.
Cryptography is the process of changing the plain text into
cipher text. It is the mechanism of encrypting and storing the
data in the cloud. Employing the valid key to the authorized
user, they can decrypt and view the original file. There are
two kinds of secret key generation such as symmetric
and asymmetric. Symmetric key generation is the process
of using a private key and only one key for the cryptography
algorithm. The famous symmetric key generationalgorithm
available in the industry is theData Encryption Standard
(DES) and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Whereas
asymmetric key generation is the special kind of process
with two keys such as public key and private key. The most
commonly used asymmetric key generation algorithms are
RSA and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [8-13].
This paper is organized as follows; the introduction is
discussed in section 1. Section 2 contains related works.
Section 3 with the problem statement. In section 4 our
contribution is described. Section 5 comprises of proposed
design architecture, algorithm, and mechanism of the
workflow.
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II.

RELATED WORK

DiaaSalamaAbdElminaam et al [14] proposed a new hybrid
technique for Cryptography. This architecture combines both
symmetric as well as asymmetric algorithms such as (AES
and Blowfish). The main purpose of this combination is
increasing the security level. Here MD5 hashing function is
used for hashing the key in encryption and decryption
process which enables multiple people to process at the same
time.
Acqueela G Palathingal et al [15] proposed combined
encryption and steganography methods for increasing the
security level in cloud storage. The concept of this
mechanism is data are encrypted and stored behind the
images. As an image it is stored in the cloud, on the point of
the attacker, it is image as the data are secured. The
authenticated user downloaded the image, employing the
provided key they can decrypt the file to get the original data
behind the image.
Mohammad UbaidullahBokhari et al [16] proposed Data
Encryption and Decryption Using K-NN Machine Learning.
In this work, the author concentrated on minimizing the time
and power required for encryption as well as decryption.
Initially, the author segregates the stored data in the cloud as
normal sensitive or highly sensitive. Based on the sensitive
level the authentication is provided to the user. For highly
sensitive data AES-256 algorithm is used with RSA (Rivest–
Shamir–Adleman) algorithm for encrypting the key of AES
256. For normal sensitive data AES (advanced encryption
standard)-192 algorithm is applied.
DhuratëHyseni et al [17] proposed an advanced model to
Increase the Security of Sensitive Data in Cloud Computing.
The approach is mainly designed for companies and
organizations. This method encloses with efficient key
management and access permissions systems. It segmented
before encryption on decryption correction combination
gives a successful result. Here the attacker fails to combine
all the segmented files.
Hitesh Marwaha&Rajeshwar Singh et al [18] proposed Data
Sanitization and MAC address based AES. The principle
behind this process is finding the sensitive data before
transmission to the cloud and implementing mac address
dependent AES technique for non-sensitive data. By this
mathematical approach of data, sanitization does not show
sensitive data as it is. That is it fools the attackers as nonsensitive data.
Disadvantages of related works:
At [14] it enables multiple private keys for several users at
the same time which leads to trafficAt [15] the storing of
data behind the images increases the computational cost. The
storing of data in the pixel has the possibility of data loss or
sometimes leads to the collapse of stored data in the cloud.
At [16] it is not fair to state the sensitive level, as on user
point every data they are storing in the cloud is highly
sensitive. At [17], here the process of segmentation is too
crucial for the user itself. As the data are stored in a remote
location, it is not fair to guarantee that were all the
segmented files stored in cloud storage. Sometimes on the
increasing number of segmentation results in huge file
separation,
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which means the entire file can't be obtained as decryption is
not possible. At [18], it is not guaranteed that the attackers
will hack the sensitive data only. Utilizing false sanitization
on sensitive data, it is not entirely safe, that is there is a
maximum possibility that the hacker uses the non-sensitive
data also.

methodology, etc along with their disadvantages and what
makes these approaches failures. Based on this deep analysis
with the real-time scenario our proposed work is designed
and developed in maintaining the security and privacy in the
cloud storage system.
V.

III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the increasing technical advancement simultaneously
several threats are also increased. The major factors which
are needed to maintain the security and privacy of the cloud
system are as follows: Authentication, Authorization,
Integrity, Audit, and Availability.
 Authentication: Preventing unauthorized users to access
or visit the site/network. It can be done by data checking at
the cloud services provider validating the user’s credentials.
 Authorization: Accessible for only authorized users
 Integrity: Data validity checking on the date of stored
data until it gets any modification without the data owner's
acknowledgment. At the same time checking any data lost
during transmission.
 Audit: Automatic system valuation on information
security.
 Availability: Proper maintenance of information or data.
Also, we have discussed in related works, some of the
cryptographic approach also not efficient in marinating the
security of user data. This enables more interest in
developing a higher level of enhancement in maintaining
cloud security. This motivation leads to the development of
our proposed work. Let's discussed our proposed
methodology, architecture, algorithm, and workflow detail in
the upcoming sections.
IV.

OUR CONTRIBUTION

In this paper, initially, we have analyzed the various security
threats which still exist such as Data rupture, Hijacking of
the user account, Internal attacks, Malware implantation,
Denial of service attack (DoS) and Loss of cloud data. Next,
the various existing method used for maintaining cloud
security such as, K-NN, hybrid cryptography, E-S
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PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Data Authority: The data authority is responsible for the
collections of various data like text, images, audio and video
from several sources. Data authorities took control of
marinating the data according to the appropriate user by
labeling or indexing. Then checking with the user credentials
and requesting end users. The data and verification are a
success then the user is awarded as authorized user who can
all the rights to access the stored data in the cloud.
Cloud Storage: Cloud storage is a distributed service that is
allowed by cloud service providers (CSP). Employing then
and the internet, the user can be stored and retrieve their
data. Nowadays several third-party cloud providers are
available in the markets, most of them in a remote location.
They were very popular due to their attractive packages
along with affordable services on cost, availability,
confidentiality, and reliability. The popular cloud providers
in the industry are Sun Cloud, Windows Azure services
platform Amazon's S3 and Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
(EC2).
Cloud Service Provider (CSP): The CSP is taking over
responsibility for allocating the space for the authorized
users. In other ways, CSP has to manage the control of
computational resources. They received the request from the
user, validating the user accessible and responsive to the
user. The CSP took over the control on a server as well as
the storage on the cloud system.
End Users: The end user is more important in the cloud
system, the services are to be provided as per their needs. It
fair that all cloud services meet the reliability, accessibility,
and security in all manner. These end users are permitted to
store their data in their allocated spaces. By proving them as
an authorized user they can edit, alter and restore the files in
the cloud system.
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Figure 2: Proposed encryption architecture
Algorithm for proposed architecture
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Working principle
Initially, the data partition is processed in our proposed
methodology. The data partition is very important, as data
are collected from various sources in different formats like
text, images, audio, and videos. This partition saves a lot of
time in total processing. As our proposed mechanism is of
double time encryption and double decryption, the first level
of encryption is carried out. For this prime number is
generator with it a compliment and based on that
terminology all data are get encrypted. The second level of
encryption is done using an invertible non-linear function
which applied to the encrypted data. Then the double
encrypted file is stored on different locations on the cloud
storage system. The double encryption is expressed as
below;

Where and q are integers and x is the ciphertexts produced
by the first encryption. To perform second encryption, each
cipher partition is multiplied by p and added with q.
Then the decryption process is carried out, the end user who
needs to get their stored files from the cloud sends a request
to the data authority or CSP. Based on that they processed
the authentication after verified by the CSP the end user
allows to access their files. The obtained files from the
multiple locations are merged and decrypted double time
using the double secret keys provided to them. The
expression for decryption is stated below;
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Figure 3: proposed decryption architecture
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Where and q are integers and x is the data partition.
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Algorithm for decryption

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

12)

13)

14)
The proposed mechanism work in the principle of fooling the
attackers. Even though the attacker hacks the stored files he
not sure about the original data. Even though they encrypt
the data, due to double encryption-decryption the possibility
of data secure is maximum compared to the existing
technologies.

15)

16)
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, several causes and issues in cloud security are
analyzed. Based on the drawbacks of the existing algorithm,
we proposed a double encryption-decryption mechanism in
our proposed system known as IDED. The proposed
mechanism working principle is fooling the attackers. Even
though the attacker hacks the stored files he not sure about
the original data. Even though they encrypt the data, due to
double encryption-decryption the possibility of data secure is
maximum compared to the existing technologies.. Data are
collected from various sources on different formats and
stored on the cloud. Before storing, it undergoes double
encryption and on retrieving double decryption to get the
original data.
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